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The importance of friendship and communication
Feeling at home with friends
It is such an important part of life to have friendships and the
ability to communicate with one another about things that
happen to us throughout our daily lives. For one of our Avenues
residents, we learned the value of having the people who care
about you the most be a part of your every day life.
Ellen first became a part of Avenues in 1997 when the program
she was in, Builders of Skills, was acquired by Avenues. Builders
of Skills was a program that designed to support deaf individuals.
Ellen moved into Avenues Clifton townhomes in Niles in 1997
with her friends Rick and Connie and lived there until 2018 when
Avenues sold the townhomes. After living in different Avenues
homes for a short time, Connie and Rick moved into the newly
renovated Debicki Home in Park Ridge in the Fall of 2020 and
Ellen moved in with two roommates at Sasser Family House in
Park Ridge.
Ellen liked her new home and new roommates but she had a
difficult time communicating with them because they did not
know sign language and she quickly began to feel isolated.
Avenues staff started to notice a change in Ellen. She was not her
typical smiling and happy self and these changes were beginning
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to affect her overall mental health and happiness. She missed
being able to communicate.
Thankfully after renovations at Debicki House were complete
there was a room available so that Ellen could move in and
reunite with her friends Rick and Connie. She is also fortunate
to have two other roommates, Shannan and Tabatha, who have
taken it upon themselves to learn American Sign Language (ASL).
Avenues staff members, Tammy, Maere and Cris have supported
Ellen for nearly 20 years. They know her very well and are able to
communicate with her using ASL.
Avenues Residential Manager Natalie Chapman said of Ellen’s
move to Debicki, “Ellen enjoys being with the staff that she has
worked with for many years and always has a big smile when
I see her. I can tell that she feels at home and is grateful to be
reunited with her friends and long-term staff.”
When Natalie asked her about her new home Ellen said, “I like my
new room, it’s beautiful. I like my friends and staff and I am happy
to see Tammy again. All of my housemates are my good friends. I
am happy and the food is good!”

Ellen spends a lot of her time
at home with her “sweetheart”,
which
is how she lovingly refers to
her friend Rick.

Roommates Shannan and Tabatha learned ASL so
they can better communicate with Ellen.
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A letter from President/ CEO Jason Clark
Dear Avenues Friends,
The New Year always brings
resolutions for the future. At
Avenues we are so fortunate to
already have so many positive
things in place. From the
experience and dedication of the
leadership staff, to the amazing,
truly above and beyond work the
front-line staff have done during
a global pandemic to keep the
individuals we serve safe, to the
incredible generosity of all our donors and supporters. Words
cannot express how much appreciation I have. Giving Tuesday was
another success and testament to the support for our mission. We
have also had individuals step up and purchase meals for group
homes during this time. While we certainly have not been exempt
from Covid outbreaks, the professionalism of the staff and the
support of donors truly shows what a special place Avenues is.
My New Year’s resolution this year is to continue to engage with
the Avenues community. While lock downs, Zoom meetings,
and virtual events have allowed us to continue operating these
past two years, it has made it very challenging to get to know
people on a personal level. Our annual Love Affair event was
rescheduled from it’s usual February date to June in the hopes
we can all get together in-person and celebrate what Avenues
means as well as our mission. I also plan to hold family meetings
this year as I have not had the opportunity to meet very many of
these incredibly important stakeholders.

On a State level, for the first time in my 25 year career in the
field, we are actually seeing substantial increases in service
funding. We still have a very long way to go as for years Illinois
had been ranked 47th in funding for I/DD services in the nation.
But this is a very positive step in the right direction.
Finally, I wish all of you an amazing, productive, and safe 2022
and I look forward to actually seeing you in person in the future.
Sincerely,

Jason M. Clark
President/CEO

Jason meeting with the PREP program participants at the Center for Independence.

Community Partners
Avenues is thankful for the generous grants we have received since
our last publication.
Edmond and Alice Opler: Community Employment Services

The Coleman Foundation: General Operations

Westbend Spirit of the Silver Lining: Community
Employment Services

The Daniel F. and Ada L. Rice Foundation: Community
Employment Services

Edward and Wanda Jordan Family Foundation:
Community Employment Services

George M. Eisenberg Foundation: Cambridge House
Windows

Ailene S. Andrew Foundation: Program Support

Walter and Caroline Sueske Charitable Trust: Nursing
Services

Fred J. Brunner Foundation: Nursing Services
Park Ridge Community Fund: Community Employment
and Residential Direct Support

Wohlers Family Foundation: Capital Renovations for
Residential and Center for Independence
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Spotlight on Wine helps fund improvements at
Avenues homes
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Wine Sponsors
Presenting Sponsors
The Avenues Chicago Partnership Board is made of professionals
who live and/or work in the city of Chicago.

Since its inception 19 years ago, the Avenues Chicago
Partnership Board has been helping to provide support in the
areas such as business, finance, technology, marketing and
fundraising. Their expertise helped immensely when they
were helping to plan this years’ Spotlight on Wine. Though not
originally planned to be virtual for the second year in a row, the
17th Annual Spotlight in Wine used the skills of the Board to
help pivot and create it into another successful event.
Spotlight on Wine Event Co-Chair Joe Bertoni said of the event,
“We hoped and planned throughout the year for the 2021
Spotlight on Wine to be held in person, but when it became
necessary to go virtual, our supporters, staff and volunteers
more than rose to the occasion. The event was once again a
huge success, raising $54,698 and the improvements made from
your generous support will impact the lives of our Avenues’
clients for years to come.”
Virtual guests received a specialty box with wine and snacks to
enjoy during the Spotlight on Wine virtual presentation. During
the video, guests learned that the money raised at the event
would help to fund home improvements at both Sasser Family
House and Amundsen Family House. The improvements will help
ensure that the residents at Avenues have safe and accessible
homes that will continue to be a comfortable environment for
them to live in today and in the future.
In the Presentation Creative Avenues Art Therapist Monica
Dougherty spoke about the group’s projects and the impact that
art plays in their lives. Pieces of art that were created by the
Creative Avenues program participants were available as part
of the silent auction. A portion of the artwork sales support the
artist as well.
Thank you to the Spotlight on Wine sponsors and to everyone
who donated or purchased tickets. We are grateful for your
continued support! To view the 17th Annual Spotlight on Wine
video please visit:
https://avenuestoindependence.org/pics_flicks/.
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Amy Bergren, Chicago Partnership
Board Chair.
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Diversity, Equity and Inclusion top priorities at Avenues
Avenues to Independence values the differences among our staff, Boards,
committees and the people we serve. In an effort to increase equal
opportunities and strengthen diversity throughout the organization,
Avenues recently created the Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Task Force
(DEI), named for the three key core values of the group.

Members of
the DEI Task
Force meet at
the CFI.

Avenues CEO Jason Clark initiated the group in October of 2021. “It
is culturally, politically, and socially crucial to have a workplace that
embraces diversity and for that, you need a team who champions in it.
This is not a one and done solution but is ongoing and cross-functional
throughout the organization.”
Avenues’ Community Employment Manager, Randall Smith serves
as Chairperson of the DEI Task Force. He leads more than 10 staff
members from different departments within the organization in monthly
discussions. The DEI Task Force has two main goals that the group is
working towards. The first overarching goal is focused on ensuring
programs and processes at Avenues are impartial, fair and inclusive. The
second goal is to educate our staff, individuals served in our programs,
and various Board and Committees members to become stronger allies
within our community. Avenues has rich and diverse talents at all levels
of the organization and we hope to recognize this diversity by focusing
on recruitment for all positions, including staff and volunteers.
Avenues recognizes that being a successful leader in this industry means
deepening our commitment to setting aside “old ideas” and continuing to
do our part to further advocate for diversity, equity and inclusion.
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Avenues Thrift Shoppe celebrates its’ 45th year!
The Avenues Thrift Shoppe
has become so much more
than a second-hand store
since it opened in 1977. The
Thrift Shoppe empowers and
employs Avenues program
participants providing
workforce training with a
focus on customer service,
computer operations,
cashier training and
entrepreneurship.
When you donate or shop
at the Shoppe, you are
directly impacting the
program participants. If you
Laura, Avenues Thrift Shoppe employee,
shows of homemade ornaments and
are wondering what exactly
jewelry in the artist section.
to donate to the store, Will
Sterba, the Thrift Shoppe manager will tell you that kitchenware,
gently used women’s clothing and accessories such as jewelry are
always well received. While you are there, please shop around and
you can find a little something for yourself or a one-of-a-kind gift.
There are handmade items for sale such as jewelry and other crafts
created by Avenues program participants who work at the store.

This year Avenues wanted the
Thrift Shoppe to be showcased on
Small Business Saturday, which is
the Saturday after Thanksgiving.
As a result the Thrift Shoppe
had its best sales day of the year
earning triple what the store
would usually make on a regular
sales day. This means triple the
amount of money benefited the
program participants. They hope
to continue to see an increase
Meet Agnes the new Assistan
in sales so that more Avenues
t Manager
at the Thrift Shoppe. She has
program participants can develop children with special need worked with
s for seven years
and feels privileged to now work
skills and potentially find jobs
with adults
with disabilities in this new expe
rience.
working in the community.
The Thrift Shoppe is located at 7710 W. Touhy in Chicago and is
open Monday through Saturday 10 am to 5 pm. Donations can
be dropped off at the backdoor. For more information about the
Thrift Shoppe, please visit avenuestoindependence.org/thrift_
shoppe/. Be sure to like and follow the Avenues Thrift Shoppe
on Facebook to find out the latest sales and featured items @
avenuesthriftshoppe.
We hope to see you there soon to shop or donate.
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Bob Healy: A man with a big voice and an
even bigger heart
One of the highlights of the event was Bob’s annual rendition
of “Danny Boy” accompanied by the Irish Heritage Singers. This
performance helped ensure there was never a dry eye in the house!
In honor of his dedication and years of service, Bob was awarded
the Jane & Albert Wohlers Visionary Award in 2018. “They
broke the mold after Bob Healy was born,” said Avenues Board
member and longtime friend, Jacki Kimel, “He was a bigger than
life, charming and a big-hearted Irishman. Bob was extremely
committed to his family and he lived that commitment in many
ways, including his decades of work for adults with disabilities.
He had a life full of family, friends and music.
Bob with members of the Healy/ O’Herron families at the 2018 Love Affair.

This past November, Avenues to Independence said farewell to
one of our biggest advocates and supporters, Bob Healy. Bob
became part of the Avenues family in 1997, the same year his
son Kevin became a resident at Avenues. Together with his wife
of 26 years, Peg O’Herron, they took every opportunity to get
involved with the organization.

We are saddened by this loss for Avenues and offer our
condolences to the Healy/O’Herron family.

Prior to joining the Avenues family, Kevin was a participant at
Builders of Skills, a nonprofit with a similar mission, but with a
focus on supporting deaf individuals. In fact, Builders was acquired
by Avenues, a partnership Bob and Peg helped to facilitate.
After Kevin joined Avenues, Bob and Peg looked for ways to
support the organization. In addition to joining the Board of
Directors and serving on numerous committees, they also created
Irish Fest. What began as a small “family and friends” event in their
home grew to an annual event with more than 300 guests. This
event, which was held annually for 21 years, was a favorite for
both the program participants and Avenues’ supporters. During its’
tenure, Irish Fest raised more than $650,000 to help support the
programs at Avenues.

Bob (left) with son Kevin and wife Peg O’Herron.

Giving November raises $154,000
This Giving November we shared motivating stories of three Avenues’
program participants, who have been an inspiration, shown resilience,
and achieved life changing accomplishments in the most difficult of
times.
John is an inspiration to all of us. After overcoming severe injuries
from a devastating car crash 11 years ago, John is now a part of
the Professional Readiness Employment Program (PREP), where he
participates in training and volunteer activities. Lucasz proves that if
you work hard and focus, you can accomplish your goals. He dreamed
of being a teacher and completed his Bachelor of Science degree from
Northern Illinois University in 2020. Kim’s job was eliminated early in
the pandemic, but she showed resilience by receiving virtual coaching
so she could begin a new career.
With the help of a matching challenge grant from the Coleman
Foundation during “Giving November” and culminating on Giving
Tuesday, donor contributions were eligible to be matched. Avenues
raised a grand total of more than $154,000 to help support the
people of Avenues. Thank you to everyone who donated!
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Halloween

	The Avenues residents and program
participants celebrated Halloween this
year at their homes and at the Center for
Independence. They were excited to dress up in
costumes and spend time with their friends and
roommates.
2

Tabatha

	Program participants of Avenues were thankful
to spend an early Thanksgiving at the Center for
Independence. The full Thanksgiving meal was
donated and organized by the Avenues staff.

Allen and Stephanie
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Thanksgiving

	
Holiday party at the Center for

Independence

	For the first time since 2019, the Avenues
program participants were able to attend
a winter holiday party at the Center for
Independence. The celebration included festive
music and decorations and everyone enjoyed
pizza and ice cream. Gifts were provided by the
Avenues Suburban Partnership Board and given
to all the program participants.
4

Alex

Mary Anne
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	Thanks to a bequest, the Lester and Evelyn
Anderson Fund provides support for
Avenues program participants who may be
facing a financial burden due to unforeseen
circumstances. Because of this fund, Mary
Anne is able to continue living in her Avenues
home with her Avenues family.
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Holiday party at Sasser

	Avenues residents were treated to a holiday
party organized by the Avenues Suburban
Partnership Board. They listened to holiday
music, made a craft to take home and enjoyed
pizza generously donated by Piece Pizzeria and
Brewery. Residents were even visited by Santa
in his big red Jeep!

Nora
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Lester and Evelyn Anderson Fund
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Giving Tree

	During the holiday season, Avenues program
participants received gifts through the Annual
Avenues Giving Tree. We are thankful for our
volunteers, Board and committee members,
provided gifts to make the holidays special for
the people of Avenues.

Suburban Partnership Board members

Cathy
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We Hope to See You at these Upcoming Events!
the Runway Tea and Fashion Show 14th Annual Spotlight on Wine
WeBeyond
Hope
to See You at these Upcoming Events!
14th Annual Spotlight on Wine

September 16

We will be honoring our very own
Michele Shoolin with this year’s Jane
and Albert Wohlers Visionary Award
for her countless contributions to
Avenues.
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